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J.P. Bowlin is a quality-driven Calibration Company 
that has provided calibration, repair and sales 

of all types of weighing and measurement products since 1931.
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CustoMer satisfaCtion rating!

guaranteed Quality with easy Cal

Our experienced technicians calibrate your testing and measurement equipment to meet the latest international 

standards. You can be assured that your data and products will be accepted locally and around the world. 

a We offer iso 17025 accredited calibrations with pre/post data and NIST traceable standards 

a We have a full suite of calibration methods designed to meet the most universally used calibration 

   standards published by ISO, NIST, Manufacturers and ASTM

a Our testing methods meet the requirements of standards such as ISO/IEC 17025, ASTM, 

 NIST-Traceability, NIST HB44 and Weights & Measures Commercial Usage

a Pre/Post data always provided

a Factory trained technicians with an average of 15 years or more of calibration experience

98%

since 1931, J.P. Bowlin has focused on providing tailored Calibration Programs to fit the requirements of 

our customers. Our EASYCal program allows our organization to build programs to assist your company 

with its calibration needs across a wide range of devices, industries and locations. 

“Always outstanding service, and I would highly recommend to other businesses.”                      

      — Quality Manager at Geodynamics
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CustoMer satisfaCtion rating!

value of easy Cal agreeMents

a fixed cost calibration service agreements 

a No prepay fees

a No cancellation fees

a Non-binding program cancelable by either 

    party with 30 days written notice 

a Volume pricing plans

a Price lock guarantee

a Best price guarantee on all equipment 

    purchases and other services offered

a Consultation and test design 

benefits

a 3 locations offering calibrations throughout the United States and Puerto Rico

a Convenience of local GPS dispatched technicians with online access to calibration certificates

a Recognized by Insurance Carrier for top SAFETY Programs and industry low safety rating

a Priority 24/7 emergency service status 

a Accredited by multiple Third Party Safety and Regulatory Agencies 

iMproved effiCienCy

a Certificate Retrieval System (CRS) providing customer access to calibration certificates

a Managed asset and calibration cycles

a Pick-up/delivery services customized to your requirements

a Eliminate multi-vendor approach with single source calibration program

a On-site, depot calibration, and embedded calibration services 

a Online asset tracking

a Account managers that craft programs to meet individual customer needs
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On-site & Depot Calibrations
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a Physical Dimensional

a Electrical Instruments

a Volumetric

a Chemical (Ph & Viscosity)

a Temperature

a Hardness

a Mechanical Devices

a Flow

a Pressure

standards of Calibration serviCes

Our experienced Technicians calibrate your testing and measurement equipment to meet 

the latest international standards. You can be assured that your data and products will be 

accepted locally and around the world. The most universally used calibration standards are 

those published by ISO, NIST, Manufacturers and ASTM, and we have a full suite of calibration 

methods designed to meet these standards.

Our services are designed to ensure that our testing methods meet or exceed the requirements 

of standards such as ISO/IEC 17025, ASTM, NIST-Traceability, NIST HB44 and Weights & 

Measures Commercial Usage.

test & MeasureMent Calibration serviCes by Category

For more information visit us at

www.jpbowlin.com

or call 

817-332-8116

a Time, Frequency & Speed

a Welding Machines

a Torque & Force

a Electro-Mechanical Devices

a Material Test

a Precision Mass

a Scales & Process Controls (up to 1 million lbs.)

a Pipettes

a Micro Scale Measurement


